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Caligola is a partner in the field of industrial production of footwear and leather accessories, and a
manufacturer of parts and accessories of footwear. Caligola integrates the following service lines

within its production department: RAL (repair, testing and logistics), CAM (computer aided
manufacturing, software engineering), and Meccanica (mechanical engineering), in addition to the
Renata Ilaria Caligola Ltd. CNR laboratory at Genova, technology transfer on the subject of leather

and footwear, and the possibility of obtaining technical, marketing and commercial support. Caligola
supports the development of software tools and solutions on the subject of CAD-CAM-CAMT for the
footwear and leather products industry. The Caligola system is very different from the Compativa
Cad Abitel due to the fact that the original builder of the Compativa Cad Abitel retired and sold his

project to Brazilian business in "Cadex do Brasil", who has used the software for a period of 15 years
and which is now gone. The Caligola is the first user of the "American company" that supplied the
software and hardware to develop all the modelli. Caligola ST-PLusLTHAres the ability to receive
shapes from any CAD imported in DXF format, but also through the COMPELZ Caligola 4Leather

Industry CAD integrated module. Precise patterns are developed, also with the possibility of mixing
different pieces and sizes in the nesting. With Caligola4 one of the most novel features is the new
module of GR Graduation. This is the software that allows to calculate the GR value, which is the

ratio between the external and internal angles of the footprint of the shoe. This angle is one of the
best indicators of the wear level of the product, which allows for predicting the prolongation of the

life of the shoes in an exact manner.
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They also attract the visitors like Luxury Hotels and Resorts in Monteverde with Full Suites, Semi-
suite, Superior Suite, One Bedroom Suite & Family Suite & Spa Pool & Tennis Facility Honeymoon

hotels are specially designed for couples to spend quality time together. You can compare
Honeymoon & Romance Hotels in Monteverde with Caligola as they have the same star rating. You

must consider these places to stay for your Monteverde vacations since they are mostly located near
popular Landmark locations. Resort Amenities like On-site Restaurant, Currency exchange and

Quality toiletries make your stay comfortable. These top Monteverde resorts like Caligola Resort
have everything that a tourist or a business traveler would want from a luxury hotel property near

popular Landmark locations. Monteverde also has Resorts like D.O.M Hotel (Preferred Hotels &
Resorts) & Vecchia Roma Resort, which offer resort style accommodation for your leisure travel or
luxury vacations in the area. You must consider these resort hotels for your Monteverde vacations

since they are mostly located near tourist attractions. Resort Amenities like On-site Restaurant,
Currency exchange and Quality toiletries make your stay comfortable. These top Monteverde resorts

like Caligola Resort have everything that a tourist or a business traveler would want from a luxury
hotel property near popular Landmark locations. Monteverde is a perfect place to enjoy hiking and

nature. You must consider these places to stay for your Monteverde vacations since they are mostly
located near popular Landmark locations. Resort Amenities like On-site Restaurant, Currency

exchange and Quality toiletries make your stay comfortable. These top Monteverde resorts like
Caligola Resort have everything that a tourist or a business traveler would want from a luxury hotel

property near popular Landmark locations. 5ec8ef588b
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